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THIS IDC INNOVATORS EXCERPT FEATURES: COGNITIVESCALE

IN THIS EXCERPT 

The content for this excerpt was taken directly from IDC Innovators: Machine Learning in Healthcare, 
2017 (Doc # US42826817). 

WHY COGNITIVESCALE WAS CHOSEN AS AN IDC INNOVATOR 

CognitiveScale describes its machine learning products as the "digital brains" that augment decisions 
and learn continuously. CognitiveScale's offerings include two products: ENGAGE, which supports 
customer engagement, and AMPLIFY, which augments worker expertise and process intelligence. 
Commerce and financial services clients round out the vertical industries using CognitiveScale 
products. 

Source: IDC, 2017 

IDC INNOVATOR ASSESSMENT 

• Within AMPLIFY and ENGAGE, there are a number of AI products available to clients 
including Consumer Relationship (Customer Service, Patient Scheduling), Clinical Care (Care 
Manager, Clinical Care Team, Clinical Research), Quality and Compliance (AHRQ Audit and 
Compliance, ACO Measures), Financial Management (Billing and Coding, Collections and 
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Debt, Pre-Authorization), and Business Operations (Supply Chain Management, Clinical 
Resource Management, EHR Solution). 

• Clients' data scientists can configure and enhance their own algorithms within AMPLIFY and 
ENGAGE.  CognitiveScale will integrate with any client-built algorithms. 

• CognitiveScale has a number of marquee clients (both payer and provider). 

• CognitiveScale offers a unique implementation approach that has clients that are able to 
model their  
first application in 10 hours, configure it with their own data in 10 days, and go live in 10 
weeks. This allows clients to experience a short time to value, which is critical given that many 
organizations are exploring augmented intelligence for the first time. 

• CognitiveScale executives have roots in commercializing IBM Watson in its early days of entry 
into the market. 

 
Key Differentiator 
CognitiveScale balances the market's appetite for augmented intelligence and provides the opportunity 
for clients with data scientists to combine models and algorithms from various sources. 
CognitiveScale's outside investment of $50 million has fueled a strong growth trajectory. 

 
Challenges 
Continuing to develop and provide sufficient domain expertise in three distinct markets will require 
discipline and represents a challenge to an organization the size of CognitiveScale. 
  

IDC INNOVATORS IN MACHINE LEARNING IN HEALTHCARE 

Embedding machine learning in healthcare is slowly moving into mainstream. Still a very noisy market 
with what seems like 100s of start-ups. Through the noise emerges vendors that at early stage are 
applying machine learning to solve some of healthcare's most pressing problems. The use case 
getting the most traction in the market is the application of machine learning to predictive analytics, 
particularly to identify clinical and financial risk. Other applications include automating medical record 
review to validate Hierarchical Condition Coding (HCC), a process that was manual and caused 
friction between payers and providers, improving patient engagement for care management through 
mobile technology and identifying variation in clinical practice and recommending best practices. 

IDC Innovators are emerging vendors with revenue <$100 million. These vendors were selected 
because they have applied machine learning to a range of challenges facing the healthcare industry. 
The vendors profiled are Apixio, Ayasdi, Cognitive Scale, and Wellframe (see Figure 1–5). 

"The initial introduction of machine learning in healthcare was slow to catch on as healthcare 
organizations struggled to gain the expertise to understand the relevant data, create algorithms, and 
consume the applications across their organizations. Embedding machine learning in applications is 
allowing for the democratization of the technology," says Cynthia Burghard, research director, Value-
Based IT Transformation Strategies. 
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TECHNOLOGY DEFINITION 

Machine learning is a set of algorithms using data to build "learning models" that are used to develop 
cognitive/AI applications. In this Innovators document, machine learning is being embedded in the 
application, thus mitigating the need for healthcare organizations to hire data scientists, 
mathematicians, and other highly trained experts.  

IDC INNOVATORS INCLUSION CRITERIA 

An "IDC Innovators" document recognizes emerging vendors chosen by an IDC analyst because they 
offer an innovative new technology or a groundbreaking business model, or both, and were approved 
by the IDC Innovators Review Panel. It is not an exhaustive evaluation of all companies in a segment 
or a comparative ranking of the companies.  

An IDC Innovators document highlights vendors that meet the following criteria: 

 In IDC's opinion, the company exhibits innovative technology or a new business model. 

 The company has annual revenue <$100 million at the time of selection. 

 Customers are currently using the company's products and services (i.e., the products and 
services are not conceptual or in the process of being released). 

 The product, service, or business model must solve or help alleviate an IT buyer challenge. 

In addition, vendors in the process of being acquired by a larger company may be included provided 
the acquisition is not finalized at the time of publication of the document. Vendors funded by venture 
capital firms may also be included even if the venture capital firm has a financial stake in the vendor's 
company. 

LEARN MORE 

Related Research 
 IDC PlanScape: Predictive Analytics for Patient Stratification (IDC #US42440717, May 2017) 

 HIMSS 2017: It Is All About the Data - An Old Story with New Faces and Significant Advances 
(IDC #US42371017, March 2017) 

 IDC PeerScape: Practices for Operationalizing Population Health Management (IDC 
#US42266517, February 2017) 

 IDC MarketScape: U.S. Population Health Management 2016 Vendor Assessment (IDC 
#US41689516, September 2016) 

 IDC MaturityScape: Population Health Analytics 1.0 (IDC #US40909115, April 2016) 
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